
 
 

 
 cloud sensor gateway 

based on the Microsoft Azure Sphere 
processor 

 

  
 

Cloud Connected Sensor Gateway 
Leverages state of the art IoT connectivity to provide industrial sensor data 
to Cloud applications.  Breathe new life into your existing sensors by 
connecting them securely to Microsoft Azure. 

At abilioty our goal is to connect industrial sensors seamlessly to the cloud, enabling better access to 
manufacturing data.  This lets you get the benefits of new software applications while utilizing 
existing your sensor investment.  The key elements to the AS420 solution are: 

* Single-tier, non proprietary connectivity.  We’re helping to bring an end to the days of vendor-
specific gateways with high costs, increased complexity and reduced flexibility. 

* Security built in from the ground up.  Use of Azure Sphere, Microsoft Azure Security Service and 
certificate based authentication ensures your data is secure. 

* Consumer-grade ease of use and implementation level skills, we'll make it easy to get up and 
running. 

* Access to Azure IoT Platform and leading analytics tools.  As a Microsoft Azure Partner we will help 
you build the right solution environment for your application. 
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Product Details 

AS420 Overview 

The abilioty AS420 supports up to two sensor feeds and streams their output over your wireless network to the cloud.  Telemetry 

data is delivered to Azure IoT Hub, with data insights provided through Azure Time Series Insights or dashboards in Azure IoT 

Central.  Built around the Azure Sphere MCU, the AS420 provides the latest in ultra-secure connectivity to the cloud. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Sample Azure Time Series Insight output from the  
abilioty AS420 

  

Product Specifications 

Input: 2 x 4-20 ma sensor current loop feeds, loop powered 
 

Network: WiFi 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz, Optional external antenna 

Power: 5V USB 
 

Dimensions: 5.66” x 2.58” x 1.46”, Mounting holes: 5.2” 

Output: Sensor telemetry sent to Azure IoT Hub at user specified intervals (5 
second standard).  Accuracy +/- 0.175%.  Factory calibrated. 

Operating Temperature: -40 to 85 degrees C 

 
 

Contact Us 

www.abilioty.com        sales@abilioty.com      +1.617.680.7489 

 

 


